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MAN Truck & Bus on the move

MAN Truck & Bus app for iPhone on May 16, 2011. The focus is on efficient mobility – today and in the future.

How can truck and bus operators reduce their costs still further, save fuel and simultaneously protect the environment? What does the truck of the future look like, how are we going to be transporting people in the big cities of tomorrow? Find out the answers from the new MAN Truck & Bus app for iPhone or iPad. The interactive MAN Truck & Bus product range with photos, videos and 360 views of the vehicle interiors complemented by an overview of MAN's Corporate Responsibility projects. News, for example about current events, rounds off MAN's mobile Internet presence. In next to no time, a GPS-based function will find service partners, provide you with the contact data and opening times of the nearest MAN outlet – and then show you the way there.

At the launch of the free app, the main items in the news section are reports on two major events focusing on transport efficiency. One of these is the Challenge Bibendum, the world's most important competition for environmentally compatible vehicles, and the other is the MAN "Consistently Efficient" Tour 2011, an informational tour of Europe for customers and interested parties.

App in a nutshell:
GPS-based function for finding service partners
"Consistently Efficient" innovations and research
Product range with photos, videos and 360 interior views
Information on Corporate Responsibility projects
News about MAN and sustainable mobility
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The Transport Efficiency Program from MAN Truck & Bus 
The amount of transport and traffic on Europe's roads is rising. At the same time, the long-term dwindling of energy resources is making transport increasingly more expensive. As one of the world's leading manufacturers of buses and trucks, MAN Truck & Bus makes an important contribution to the continued improvement of transport efficiency. MAN offers a comprehensive efficiency program to reduce total cost of ownership. Transport efficiency, consolidated in the fields of technology, service, the driver and future expertise protects the environment and is added value for our customers. 
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MAN Truck & Bus AG, headquartered in Munich, Germany, is the largest company of the MAN Group and a leading international supplier of efficient commercial vehicles and innovative transport solutions. In fiscal 2010 the enterprise, with around 31,000 employees, posted sales of more than 55,000 trucks and over 5,400 buses and bus chassis of the MAN and NEOPLAN brands worth 7.4 billion euros.


